I propose a human computation task that has a number of properties that make it useful for empirical research. The task itself is simple: subjects are asked to guess the number of dots in an image. The task is useful because: (1) it is simple to generate examples; (2) it is a CAPTCHA; and (3) it has an objective solution that allows us to finely grade performances, yet subjects cannot simply look up the answer. To demonstrate its value, I conducted two experiments using the dot-guessing task. Across both experiments, I found that the "crowd" performed well, with the arithmetic mean guess besting most individual guesses. However, I found that subjects displayed well-known behavioral biases relevant to the design of human computation systems. In the first experiment, subjects reported whether the number of dots in an image was larger or smaller than a randomly chosen number. The randomly chosen reference number strongly anchored subjects' subsequent guesses. In the second experiment, subjects were asked to choose between an incentive payment contract that rewarded good work (and self-knowledge about relative ability) and a fixed payment contract. I found that selection of the incentive contract did not improve performance, nor did it reveal information about relative ability. However, subjects who chose the incentive contract were more likely to be male, suggesting that their choice in contracts was determined by differences in risk-aversion.
INTRODUCTION
Although new, the field of human computation (HCOMP) has already produced outsized benefits, including spam reduction, digitization of books [17] , improved searchability of images [16] , and entertainment. Even unintended consequences of this research, such as people solving reCAPTCHAs for pay, while not Pareto-improving, have positive distributional properties-workers in the developing world get cash, people in the developed world are slightly inconvenienced by spam, and books are digitized.
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The obvious material benefits of HCOMP alone are enough to stimulate research, but the field could also be a boon to social science. In designing efficient mechanisms, researchers may gain insight into classic questions about motivation and incentives, the effects of peers and norms, and the interplay between organizational structure and outcomes.
Of course, the benefits flow in both directions: psychology, economics, and sociology have much to offer HCOMP. Designers of HCOMP systems must provide quality work, create elicitation procedures, specify the nature of inter-subject interactions (if any), motivate subjects to participate and to reveal their abilities, and decide how to aggregate inputs. Social science may offer useful insights into ways of approaching many of these design challenges.
Previous work
Several papers have used online labor markets such as Amazon's Mechanical Turk (MTurk) to conduct experiments [9, 15, 14] . Horton, Rand, and Zeckhauser discuss the social science potential of online experiments in these markets, focusing on how challenges to validity can be overcome [6] . There already exists a small literature on crowdsourcing from a social science perspective [7, 11, 5, 3] . New tools are also being developed that make experimentation easier [10] .
Overview
In this paper, I argue that one way to make social science/HCOMP collaboration more fruitful is to identify a "model task" for empirical research, analagous to the "model organisms" in the biological sciences, such as E. coli, the fruit fly, and the nematode worm. Although not considered in- trinsically interesting, these organisms possess certain properties that make them especially attractive for research purposes. I propose a dot-guessing game, where subjects guess the number of dots in a computer-generated image, as a potential model task. In order to demonstrate its utility and generate new HCOMP-relevant research, I used this task in two experiments conducted on MTurk. The experiments were designed to explore practical HCOMP/crowdsourcing issues: the side-effects of certain forms of elicitation, the potential of using type-revealing contract choices to infer ability and/or (justified) confidence, and the relationships among incentives, effort, and quality.
Main Experimental Findings
In general, subjects did remarkably well at the task, confirming the "wisdom of crowds." After excluding some egregiously poor guesses, the mean guess was consistently better than most individual guesses. Weighting subjects based on their performance on an initial screening task improved prediction accuracy substantially, though all of the gain came from excluding very poor performers.
In the first experiment, I found that subjects were highly susceptible to "anchoring effects." Before offering a guess, subjects were asked if the true number of dots was above or below some randomly chosen number. This above/below number had a strong effect on subsequent guesses. In the second experiment, I found that offering "high-powered" incentive contracts tying payment to performance were largely ineffective. Uptake of the contract did not reveal which subjects were actually good at the task. Uptake was, however, correlated with gender. Both the anchoring result and the gender/risk preference result have been noted in behavioral economics experiments.
A MODEL TASK?
There is great diversity among HCOMP tasks, evidenced by the differences among tasks such as image labeling, transcription, translation, and evaluation/filtering. If we consider HCOMP more broadly, the list grows to include such tasks as offering subjective probabilities (e.g., through prediction markets or scoring rules) and generating new labels, slogans, designs, etc.
It would be convenient to have a single task in experimental studies that could generate results generalizable to other domains. Such a task could improve our ability to compound knowledge and lead to more replications, thereby increasing our confidence in findings. It seems unlikely that a universally appropriate task exists. However, there are certain commonalities among HCOMP tasks and, at least for basic research, certain tasks might partially fill the model organism role.
What are some desirable characteristics for such a task? It should be culturally neutral and easy to explain, even to subjects with poor literacy skills. The quality of worker output should be objective and easy to measure, yet quality should be naturally heterogeneous. "Natural" variation in quality is necessary, not only in order to make it easy to identify treatment effects from different manipulations, but also because one of the key challenges in mechanism design is reliably identifying and overweighting top performers and reducing the influence of poor performers.
Ideally, quality should be a nearly-continuous variable, permitting fine-grained distinctions which make competitive play possible at both the dyad and group levels. Continuous measures minimize the chance of ties, making it easier to offer precise relative-performance contracts or to display subjects' relative positions on a "leader board." Continuous quality measures also simplify analysis by permitting the use of linear models instead of the more complex models needed to analyze dichotomous outcomes. In order to investigate learning, the task should allow subjects to improve with effort or training. There should also be positive relationships between incentives and effort and between effort and quality.
Because so many HCOMP tasks deal with aggregating bits of information, the model task should have a "wisdom of crowds" potential. At the same time, there might also be cases where groupthink, herding, or the "madness of crowds" could prevail. Ideally, subjects should be able to share information and to respond to information about the task provided by others. To measure group-level performance, work outputs should be easy to aggregate so that different aggregation approaches can be tested.
Finally, logistically, we want to be able to generate new, unique tasks with ease. Any task should-like a CAPTCHAbe a hard AI problem, especially if we try to use highpowered incentives that might encourage cheating via algorithms.
Dot-guessing game
In one of the first "wisdom of crowds" demonstrations, Francis Galton analyzed the results of a contest where fairgoers guessed the weight of a butchered ox. While most individual guesses were far off the mark, the mean guess was remarkably accurate. It is easy to generate a 21st-century version of this game for play over the Internet: subjects are asked to guess the number of dots in a computer-generated image, an example of which is shown in Figure 1 (along with the four lines of R code needed to generate the image). Creating new and unique tasks in any computer language is only marginally more challenging than the "hello world" program.
Aside from ease of creation, the dot-guessing game has a number of desirable properties as a research tool. It is very simple to explain. It has an unambiguous quality metrichow far off a guess is from the correct answer-and yet answers cannot simply be looked up online or solved (easily) with a computer. It is in some ways similar to the "pseudosubjective" questions psychologists have used to measure over-confidence, such as asking subjects to estimate the length of the Nile river or the gestation period (in days) of an Asian elephant [2] .
Obviously the dot-guessing game also has limitations. It is not good for generative tasks (e.g., image labeling). Nor is it ideal for studying coordination, where tasks like the graphcoloring problem may be more appropriate [8] . However, for a wide range of human computation scenarios that require judgment by workers and the screening and aggregation of inputs, the dot-guessing game offers many advantages.
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EXPERIMENT A
In the first experiment, 200 subjects were recruited to complete a single HIT. They each inspected a single image containing 500 dots and offered a guess. Before proffering a guess, each subject first answered whether they thought the number of dots was greater than or less than a number X randomly drawn from a uniform distribution, X ∼ U [100, 1200].
Results
Overall, subjects performed quite well, with the mean besting most individual guesses once very bad outliers were removed. Table 1 shows the performance results for the"Anchor Experiment" (as well as for the follow-on experiment) after removing subjects with an error rate of 10 or greater. The experiment highlights the dangers of free-response elicitation: one subject estimated that the photograph contained 15823 dots-an over-estimate by a factor of over 31.
Anchoring effects
Despite the good aggregate performance, subjects' guesses about the 500-dot image were strongly affected by asking whether the number of dots was above or below the ran- Figure 2 illustrates the guess-anchor relationship through a scatter plot of the logged guesses versus the logged anchors and a local kernel regression line.
EXPERIMENT B
The second experiment was designed to test whether incentive contracts reveal information about subject confidence and/or motivate better performance. Subjects were simultaneously asked to guess the number of dots in an image and to state their preference between two incentive contracts: (1) $5.00 if the subject's answer was in the top half of all guesses, $0 otherwise; or (2) $2.50 for certain. The response was coded as riskij = 1 if the subject chose the incentive contract, riskij = 0 if the subject chose the fixed contract. Similarly, if a subject i was in the top half of the distribution for image j, then topij = 1. Subjects were allowed to view up to seven images, each of which contained a different number of dots. Having multiple responses per subject makes a multilevel model appropriate for analysis [4] , and all the regressions include individual-specific random effects.
Subjects were not truly randomly assigned to HITs, but rather were randomly assigned a HIT from the pool of uncompleted HITs. When a worker "returned" a task (i.e., decided not to complete it), it was returned to the pool. Over time, the portion of images with high numbers of dots in the pool increased, as workers were more likely to return those images. The reasons workers found those images more burdensome are unclear. The most likely explanation is that the images simply took longer to download, due to larger file sizes: in a short follow-on experiment using images of equal file size containing different numbers of dots, differential attrition disappeared.
To minimize the burden of answering survey questions, subjects were randomly assigned to be asked one of the following demographic questions or no question at all: (1) age, (2) gender, or (3) both age and gender. Figure 3 shows the histograms of log guesses for each of the seven images. The logs of the correct answers are shown by vertical red lines. In general, guesses appear to be log normally distributed. Among the images with relatively fewer dots, the distributions appear to be symmetric around the correct answers. The symmetry breaks down among the images with larger numbers of dots, and there is evidence of systematic under-guessing combined with a few very large positive outliers.
Results

Contract Choice
Few subjects selected to take the incentive contract, with mean uptake only 22.43%. Regressing contract choice on an indicator for being in the top of the distribution, we have riskij = −0.00 | {z } 
with R 2 = 0.74 and N = 1012. As with all the regressions examining the second experiment, this regression includes picture fixed effects and individual random effects. We can see that the choice of contract does not appear to reveal anything meaningful about the quality of the subjects' responses. Unsurprisingly, the error rate is also unrelated to contract choice. Regressing Eij on the incentive contract indicator and dummy variables for each of the seven images (coefficeints are omitted below), there is no apparent relationship As we can see from the regression line, workers who chose the incentive contract performed slightly worse, but the effect was not significant. However, those workers did spend more time on the task, though the effect was not significant at conventional levels:
log timeij = 0.10 |{z}
with image-specific fixed effects and individual level random effects, giving R 2 = 0.98 and N = 1012. Note that the high R 2 in this regression results from the inclusion of the fixed effects of the image. Because the task itself took so little time, most of the variation in times is likely the result of differences in download time. Although in this experiment there was no relationship between time spent and work quality, this is certainly not a general result. Adding an incentive contract could be beneficial, even if the choice of contract is not type-revealing.
Gender and contract choice
Regressing contract choice on gender, and including imagespecific fixed-effects and individual-specific random effects, we have riskij = 0.11 |{z} 0.05 ·maleij + . . .
with R 2 = 0.75 and N = 949. Although both male and female subjects preferred the fixed contract, females had a stronger preference for the risk-free contract. This is consistent with experimental evidence that females are more risk-averse when playing abstract games.
2 This finding of gender difference is not in itself surprising, but it does suggest that using incentive contract uptake to sort individuals is problematic and could lead to inefficient, gender-based discrimination.
In fact, risk-seeking male subjects actually performed slightly 
IMPROVING ESTIMATES
To improve accuracy in applications, one would presumably try to give more weight to the output of better workers.
To demonstrate how this can be done with the dot-guessing task, I weighted subjects based on relative performance on the first task completed. For each subject who completed more than one image, I computed their error on the first image and where the performance placed them in the distribution of all performances for that image. Figure 4 is a scatter plot of subjects' relative performances on their respective initial tasks versus error rates for subsequent tasks. A local kernel density estimate shows that subsequent performance is fairly uniform up to about the 90th percentile, perhaps with some evidence of mean reversion for very low quantiles, and that after the 90th percentile performance is much worse, with many subjects achieving error rates of 200% or more.
To improve performance, I used a very simple weighting method with just two parameters. I split the distribution of errors at s, and then gave all subjects who performed better than s a weight of 1, and all who performed worse than s a weight of h, with h < 1. Using a grid search, I found that the mean error is minimized when s = .95 and h = 0. Because the quantiles (and, hence, the parameters) were determined using a subject's first image, using this weighting scheme for all observations would lead to a mechanical reduction in the error rate. Instead, I computed the mean guess (weighted and unweighted) without using any first responses. Table 2 shows that, in general, adjusting the estimate leads to improvement in accuracy. In six out of seven cases, the mean error of the adjusted estimate was lower than the unadjusted estimate.
CONCLUSION
The results generally confirm the "wisdom of crowds" hypothesis. By excluding the worst performers, the mean guesses were quite accurate, though performance worsened as the number of dots in the image increased.
In terms of the treatment effects, subjects were prone to the anchoring bias: when subjects were asked whether the number of dots in an image was above or below some randomly chosen number, the number strongly affected subjects' guesses.
I found that subjects to do not reveal their type (i.e., relative aptitude for the task) through their preference in contract type. Males were more likely to choose an incentive contract, but they performed no better than females. There is some evidence that subjects who chose the incentive contract spent more time on the tasks, though it is unclear which way causality ran. Ex post processing of the data improved prediction accuracy: removing the worst 5% of subjects led to improvements in accuracy, reducing the error in six of the seven cases (and essentially equalizing the results of the seventh case).
Implications
The results suggest that mechanism designers should consider that: (a) choice of contract type may not be informative, and (b) differences in risk appetite (which may be systematic and/or have a gender component) may lead to mechanisms that inefficiently overweight the over-confident. Because I found a positive correlation between time spent and preference for an incentive contract, it may be the case that incentive contracts improve quality, though contract choice was endogenous, as was the time spent on the task.
The anchoring results suggest that mechanism designers must be cautious in querying subjects, even in a hypothetical manner. It seems possible that subjects will accept those questions as informative and adjust their beliefs rather than treat them as irrelevant (in the sense of not providing new information).
Case for Empiricism
As more aspects of social life moves online, both the size of collected observational data and the potential to conduct experiments will continue to grow. The transition to a bench science, where hypotheses can be quickly tested through experimentation, is bound to have positive effects.
The case for empiricism is particularly strong in designing mechanisms, as theory offers little guidance about cognitive demands on the mechanism, how contextual factors are likely to influence subjects, how boundedly rational workers actually play, etc. To make practically useful mechanisms, it is important to understand how they hold up when the players are real people, prone to the biases and subject to the limitations of real people [12] .
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